More of the Best of the Valley

Salvation Army in Ansonia continues to fight hunger
By Patricia Villers
ANSONIA - The need for food assistance at the Salvation
Army Greater Valley is great, and continues to grow.
My husband Ralph and I are members of the Valley Corps’
Advisory Board and have seen how
federal and state budget cuts have hurt
agencies like the Salvation Army.
On Thursday I stopped into the food
pantry at the Corps’ headquarters, 26
Lester St.
The photos on this page are meant to
raise awareness of how the pantry is
helping the community on a regular
basis.
Donated food from several local
supermarkets is distributed
several times a week.
Salvation Army staff say they
have seen an increase in the
number of clients being served.
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Derby artist holds watercolor class at E Street Gallery
By Rich DiCarlo
Valley Arts Council President
Special to The Valley Voice
DERBY -The watercolor workshop is a fun,
non- intimidating approach to watercolor
painting.
I developed an instructional style that draws
out the hidden artist in all of us.
Many students say they haven't painted
since they were children and simply
cannot.
Not so. I can walk into any room full of
children and ask them to draw a dragon
on a firetruck and they will do so without hesitation.
Ask an adult and you will get an excuse.
My method suggests that we are the kids - and we can do anything. The
difference between the ages is that we develop a sense of limitations that inhibit
our creativity.
I use what I call the great equalizer to level the playing field of everyone in the
class and make it actually fun to learn or rediscover how to paint.
Participants are advised before they start that if it looks anything like my
painting ...you are doing it wrong. Each painting should be recognizably unique
to its creator.
Many paint classes are based on the premise of copying - and everyone tries to
make their work identical.
Article continues on P.3
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Derby artist holds watercolor class at E Street Gallery
Continued from P.2
In this workshop you will learn to manage
one of the most intimidating mediums - and
conquer difficult painting subjects like owls
and horses - not simple silhouette
landscapes.
We want folks to have fun rediscovering
their inner artists.
City of Ansonia employees enjoyed some
social time at Wednesday's workshop.
Darlene Bomba Zawisza, Anna Andretta,
Michele Bradshaw, and Pam Dickson
enjoyed painting owls together. That
prompted Zawisza to quip, “Whoooooo’s in
for the next one?”

A photo of The Soldiers' Monument
featuring a Union soldier from the
Civil War on the Derby Green was
taken recently at dusk.
Plaques on two sides of the
recently-renovated monument list
local soldiers who had fallen in four
Civil War battles: Atlanta,
Chancellorsville (Va.), New Bern
(N.C.), and Gettysburg.
Photo by Patricia Villers
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